
Base Plan

Toyooka, Kinosaki

¥183,000～/per person

*For 2 people per group

*Prices vary depending on the number 

of participants, options, accommodation 

facilities, etc.

00 ■Discover the history of the town

Learn about Toyooka‘s efforts to return storks, captive-bred and once-extinct wild animals back to the wild. 

Discover the journey and the efforts that are unprecedented to protect this nature treasure.

✓ Begin trip ～Travel theme concept “EN,” story～
✓ Information on cultural facilities by a private guide who is familiar with the reintroduction of storks 

(including watching movies at storks and theaters)

✓ Stroll through the town to meet wild storks with a private guide

Options: Stork observation in a Japanese-style room 

Program 00-1 Toyooka City Stork Museum

■Learn about the present town

✓ Tour by an expert guide who protects and nurtures feeding grounds and ecosystems for storks

✓ Viewing storks in a restricted area 

Options: Participation in preservation efforts - Volunteer program to nurture wetlands under the Ramsar 

Convention - / Reservation of facilities

Program 00-2 Hachigoro Toshima Wetlands

■Check-in at Kinosaki Onsen to Discover the Roots of Toyooka

✓ Walk around the temple where you can touch the “legend” and “origin” of Kinosaki Onsen, which 

healed an injured stork

✓ Learn bathing etiquette.

✓ Stroll around and stay overnight in a charming hot spring town

Options: Reservation of the Kinosaki Ropeway / Guidance of Kinosaki Onsen by a private guide / 

Upgrade of accommodation facilities and guest rooms

Program 00-3 Kinosaki Onsen



EN
Journey to discover the stories of the storks

20 days to 8 days before the day of the tour: 20% of the tour price.

7 days to 2 days before the day of the tour: 50% of the tour price.

Day before the day of the tour: 80% of the tour price.

The day of the tour: 100% of the tour price.

＊Cancellation fee includes handling charge.
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